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forwards data packets. SDN control takes the responsibility of control plan.
The source host generates data packet,and forwarding device forwards the
packet to its destination taking details of destination address form such packet.
Usually, the device does verify the genuinely of source host address. SDN
controller monitors the data packet flows by making necessary flow entry the
device. Initially,the device does not have flow entry, and it cannot send data
packet of hosts. This data packet is forwarded to the controller by the
forwarding device. The controller examines the packet field values and sets up
required flow entry into the flow table of the device. In this condition, the
attacker can carry out source address forged attacks and creates hindrance in
network operations.The researchers have offered few techniques for the
identification&prevention of such attacks. In this article, we propose
anappraisal of methods of prevention of address spoofing attacks
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I. INTRODUCTION
SDN is an emerging technique and segregatesthe data
and control planes from the existing switched networking.
The routers and switches are generally forwarding devices.In
the conventional network, these devices work with incoming
packets and dependon the target host address[1]. In
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SDN,flow incoming packet is controlled with the help of
flow entryof the OpenFlow forwarding device and the flow
entry is based on various fields and their values of the packet
header. SDNnetwork setup maintains the traffic statistics.
SDN setup provides the simplicity, elasticity and
programmability to the network managers. Several big data
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Initially, the OpenFlowforwarding device does not have
monitoring &safety rules. It does not know the way to
handle a data packet coming from a host. Generally, the
device forwards the packet after checking the target host
address. It does not verify the source host address
authenticity[2]before sending the packet to next hop until it
reaches to the target host. An attacker performs source
address forging attacks taking advantage of such a situation
and causes for chocking the network resources, making
unavailable the network services to the legitimate users and
man-in-the-middle attacks.
The researchers have offered several solutions to deal
with this issue. In SAVSH[3], authors provide an IP prefixbased solution to prevent address spoofed attacks. In SDNSAVI [4], authors offer an SDN security technique based on
Address Assignment Messages (AAM) and binding of IP
with switch port for validation at switch port level. In
ISAVA [5], researchers present the extension of SAVSH for
the inter-domain environment by adding an authentication
header with the user packet. In SIPAV-SDN [6], authors
givethe use of the ARP messages for creating binding of host
address with switch port for the SDN setup. In
PacketChecker[7], authors present the use of PacketIn
messages to check the spoofed packets at the port level. In a
study[8], the authors also compare the few source address
validation techniques.
There are several mechanisms for mitigation and
prevention of such attacks. In this article, we present
ananalysis of techniques of prevention of address spoofing
attacks (PASA) offered by researchers for the SDN
environment. It identifies characteristics, limits and
gapsofthe approaches. It also provides prospective areas for
research in SDN security.

connection between the controller and forwarding devices.
RFC-7426[9] of IEFT describes the components of SDN
architecture. The packet forwarding devices such as
OpenFlow enabled routers, switches and hosts come under
Infrastructure Layer (IL).Management Abstraction Layer
(MAL)and Control Abstraction Layer (CAL)are two sublayers of Control Layer (CL). IL connects with CAL using
Management Plane (MP) and Control Plane (CP) southbound
interfaces. Control Layer is between Application Layer (AL)
and IL in SDN architecture. The secure service connectivity
called as the northbound interface connects to AL and CL.
Fig.1 shows the architectural diagram of the SDN system.
The Control Layerdecides the control message and
forwards them to the forwarding devices to make entry into
the flow table. The CL monitors; configures and keeps a
record of attached forwarding devices. The Application
Layer decides the behaviour of the network device, and it is
applied in the form of a module. The Infrastructure Layer
works to manage packets according to the instructionsof the
CL, and it also manages recentsettings and status of
forwarding devices.
APPLICATION LAYER
Network Management Tools/
Applications/Services

Software Defined Network Architecture

centres are using this network technology to take the benefits
of its features.

Service Interface
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Fig. 1: Architecture of SDN

This paper is arranged into sections. In Sec-II,we present
brief SDN background. In Sec-III, we describe the
techniques of prevention of address spoofing attacks
(PASA). In Sec-IV, we present comparison SDN PASA
techniques.Sec-Vdescribes the findings and gaps found in
SDN PASA techniques. In Sec-VI,we suggest research
works for researchers in future. Finally, in Sec-VII,we
conclude the study.
II. SDNBACKGROUND
SDN is dynamic, flexible, profitable, programmable, and
fulfils high throughput bandwidth requirements. The nature
of the latest network utilitiesis dynamic and requires repeated
changes in it. The OpenFlow protocol is the base for the
SDN system. The Open Network Foundation (ONF)
promotes the use of the protocol and provides standards for
Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.

The features of SDN, such as abstraction of control from
forwarding devices, network device programmability,
centralization of net intelligence at the controller, network
operations simplification, elimination of proprietary devices,
andopen standardof the protocol are continuously increasing
its suitability. The users are adopting it quickly to avail the
benefits of thefeatures described above.
In IDH-SDN [10], the authors state that switch and
controller greet for starting an OpenFlowlink. They exchange
messages with each other using its TCP port& IPto start a
secure &encrypted connection. Initially, the controller
generates an OfptFeatureRequestmessage and sends to the
forwarding
devices.
The
device
generates
an
OFPT_FEATURE_REPLY message with details switch and
its active ports. It sends this message to the controller to
396
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establish a connection. This handshaking process discloses
the presence of forwarding devices but not interlinks
between them. The controller needs details of network
topology for the execution of several network monitoring
and administrationoperations. It performs the critical task to
identify devices, links between them, and configures paths
into devices to make able them for sending packets the
destination.
The OpenFlowforwarding device has a flow table and a
group of sub-tables. The controller used OfptFlowMod
messages to manage the flow tables. It is used to add, remove
and modify the entry of the flow table. The flow has several
fields, an actionand a set of counters in its structure. The
arriving packet’s fields values are matched with fields values
of flow. After matching these values of the flow and packet,
the related counter is increased, and related action is taken.
In case these values do not match, then it raises an event.
This table miss event directs to forwarding device about the
packet to drop or forward to the controller. The forwarding
device sends the packet to the controller by raising
PacketInevent for its evaluation. The controller then decides
appropriate action to the packet; it generates control packets
using OfptFlowMod for the forwarding device and takes
action as per security policy.
III. TECHNIQUES OF PASA
In this section, we present various approaches offered by
researchers in SDN and traditional network environments.
An approach supports and works only in the traditions
network; such an approach is known as non-SDN approach.
First, we discuss non-SDN methods.
The authors in mechanism[11]offer source address
validation (SAV)for IPv6 network setupsto mitigate forged
address attacks. It is built on First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS)
to balance the ingress filtering method. It detects and
prevents from spoofed IP attacks. It determines the source
address of a host-based on FCFS until next change happens
in it. It binds to the binding anchor the address of source
hostsent in the first data packet. Its FCFS-SAVI-DB keeps
binding details like source address, binding anchor, creation
time,lifetime, status, prefix, binding anchor and interface.
The authors discussed many SAV improvement
(SAVI)methods to process transit packets and local packets,
along with identifying the on-link prefixes. The SAV
improvementmethodmainly works for local traffic with
anchoring MAC&IPto switch port. The authors in [12] also
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suggest the use of Access control lists (ACLs) for
checkingthe source and filter the packets with forged source
IP in the network. The nature of ACLs is complex, and some
time it creates collision with other safety rules in the
network.
The researchers in[2]examine the efficiency and
utilization of resources during the execution of the SAVI.
They describe the system of SAVI,such as DHCP-SAVI
[13]and FCFS [11]are offered to protect the first hop. The
binding table is created using the tracking of network devices
and neighbourdiscovery (ND) messages. The IP forged
traffic is filtered using the same table. Most of the PASA
approaches are offered in a traditional network and do not
support SDN environment.
Non-SDN techniques provide two types of protections.
The first method suggests a protocol redesign & encryption,
and the second method suggests an IP filtering method. The
PASA schemes like SANE[14], Passport[15], SPM[16],
SEND SAVI[17]come under protocol redesign & encryption
as they offer redesign of the protocol and use of encryption
for the protection of forged IP attacks.
The PASA schemes like Ingress/Egress Filtering [3],
DPM[18]/Traceback/iTrace[19], ACL[12], FCFS SAVI[11],
uRPF [3]&DHCP SAVI [13] fall under IP filtering method
as they offer IP filtering for the protection of forged IP
attacks at various level of the network. The non-SDN PASA
techniques are summarized in Table 1. We describe nonSDN schemes of PASA here for the background of the
prevention of such attacks. It also provides a list of methods
for trying in the SDN environment after some modifications.
The researchers offer some PASA techniques for the
SDN setup. In this category, SAVSH [3] claims the
maximum mitigation of the address spoofed attacks for SDN
network. In this scheme, the essentialcomponents are
topology detection, filtering rule generation and checkpoint
selection. The topology detection and creation of a sink tree
are limited to the discovery of links connecting the
forwarding devices. It does not detect and keep the details of
live hosts. This scheme uses IPs prefix in flow entry to
mitigate attacks. An attacker can perform address forged
attack within the same network due to use of the IP prefixes.
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Table 1:
Non-SDN PASA Techniques (6=IPv6. 4=IPv4, G=Good, H=High, M=Moderate, F=Flexible, I=Inflexible, C=Complex, S=Simple)

Table 2
SDN PASA Techniques (S=Supported, C=SDN Programming/ Applications/ Services Development, 4=IPv4)

Expended name of the acronym given in table 1:

uRPF: Unicast Reverse Packet Forwarding

ACL: Access Control List
DHCP: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
DPM: Deterministic Packet Masking
ICMP: Internet Control Massage Protocol
iTrace: ICMP Traceback
SANE: Secure Architecture for the Networked Enterprise
SEND: Secure Neighbor Discovery
SAVI: Source Address Validation Implementation
SLAAC: Stateless Address AutoConfiguration
SPM: Spoofing Prevention Method

Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.
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The authors in SDN-SAVI [4] present a scheme to bind
IP with switch port for validation of source address at the
first hop of network traffic. The prevention of forged IP
attack is achieved by the authors with matching the IP of the
source host with the address of flow entry. The packet is
dropped at switch port level, which is not matching with flow
entry field values. Since it uses the switch port and source IP
for anchoringbut without MAC of the source host, it does not
identify the host completely. The source IP, MAC, and
switch port binding can provide fine-grain filtering.
In SIPAV-SDN[6], researchers present a scheme
addressing the issues of [3]&[4]by utilizing the 1stARP
message from the host. It updates HostTableextracting the
host informationsuch as MAC, IP and switch port from ARP
message and sets up the flow entry regarding the data
packets of a host. Since it is utilizing ARP messages to
discover the host and extract the details for matching flows.
Anillicit usercan generate ARP messages with the forged
source address and mislead the scheme. This issue affects the
approach working,and the system extractsincorrect host
information from such ARP messages.
The authors in ISAVA[5] present a scheme for the
protection of inter-domain by sharing a secret key with the
help of IGuarantee 40 bytes header. The use of IGuarantee
header increases the size of the packet, and sometime it may
cross the maximum transmission unit (MTU) size. It is not
permitted in most of the IPv4 networks. It also increases the
bandwidth utilization and processing overheads for the SDN
controller at the sender side and receiver side. It uses
SAVSH for intra-domain security.
The authors in PacketChecker[7] present a scheme for the
protection of packet injection attacks with a spoofed address.
It maps a switch port with the MAC address of a host and
provides security at switch port level. The authors in
Inspector [20] present a technique with a device which
inspects the malicious packets to ensure a solution against
attacks of forged IP packets. This technique uses PacketIn
messages. In DosDefender[21]method, authors present a
module for online protection of malicious packet to SDN
setup. It uses PacketIn messages and MAC_Port table to
provide security at switch port level. The authors in [22]
present an event-based scheme to detect the forged IP traffic
and protect the SDN network. The authors in[23]give a
system for mitigation the attacks of IP spoofing in hybrid
SDN setup.
IV. SDN PASATECHNIQUES
This section compares the techniques of prevention of
address spoofing attacks developed for SDN environment.
In the above section, we describedseveral SDN approaches
for PASA,and now we present the comparison based on
messages used; complexity and filtering accuracy.
The SAVSH is using SNMP packets for collecting
topology details, and its complexity is moderate. The
accuracy of the approach is less as it is using IP prefixes. The
SDN-SAVI is using the address assignment message (AAM)
for the collection host details, and complexity-wise it is
simple. The accuracy of the approach is moderate as it is
using the binding between IP and switch port.The SIPAVSDN is using ARP message for the collection host details,
Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.

and complexity-wise it is simple. The accuracy of the
approach is high as it is using the anchoringof switch port
with source IP, MAC. The ISAVA is using SNMP packets
for the collection intra-domain host details, and it is also
using IGuarantee header & encryption key for the
authentication of inter-domain hosts. The complexity-wise it
is moderate. The accuracy of the approach is less as it is
using IP prefixes. It also increases the packet size. It requires
more bandwidth and processing resources.
The PacketChecker is using PacketIn message for the
collection host details, and complexity-wise it is moderate.
The accuracy of the approach is high as it is using the
binding between source MAC and the switch port.The
Inspector is using PacketIn message for the collection host
details, and complexity-wise it is moderate. The accuracy of
the approach is average as it is using the binding between
source MAC and switch port but using an additional deviceInspector.The PacketChecker is using PacketIn message for
the collection host details, and complexity-wise it is
moderate. The accuracy of the approach is high as it is using
the anchoring of switch port with source MAC. The
comparison of the SDN PASA techniques is given in table 2.
Most of the SDN PASA techniques are supporting IPv4
and dynamic networks. The development cost of the
approaches is SDN application & service programming. The
Inspector needs an additional device.
V. FINDINGS AND GAPS INPASA MECHANISMS
Findings:
- ISASA, SIPAV-SDN and SAVSH techniques are
proposed to implement in hybrid SDN networks.
- Anchoring is created based on host traffics. The
port binding with IP & MAC provides high
accuracy and performance for filtering of malicious
packets.
- Some approaches use particular messages such as
AAM in such a way that offered SDN-SAVI
cannot be protected from IP forging.
- The detection and transformation of topology into a
sink tree of SAVSH is not detecting the live host,
and it is detecting only interlinks in forwarding
devices.
- ISAVA is using IGuarantee 40 byteslong header
and encryption key for inter-domain validation of
source address. The IP prefixes are used in the
flows of SDN switch by the SAVSH approach.An
attacker can generate traffic with a forged origin
address within the same network.
- The size of network may be dynamic for most of
PASA approach.
- Most of the approaches are executed at the
controller level.
- SIPAV-SDN does not propose any modificationat
the packet or host level.
- Network-level verification is offered by SAVSH&
ISAVA whereas others are proposing checkat the
ingress point of packets (host or switch port level).
- Inspector requires an additional device for its
execution.
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Gaps
-

-

-

-

-

In SAVSH & ISAVA, Sink tree generation is
restricted to the detection of interlinks connecting
forwarding devices. The live hosts are not included
in the sink tree. It is known that without host
details fine-grain filtering is not achieved.
In SAVSH & ISAVA, the IP prefixes in flow entry
are used, and it indicated the group of IPs. It checks
that the source host belongs to this group or not.
The use of IP prefixes in the flows provides a
change to an attacker to perform spoofing attacks
within the same network.
In SDN-SAVI, AAM packers are used to create a
binding table. In SIPAV-SDN, the ARP messages
used to create HostTabledetails. An illicit host can
produceaddress spoofed ARP/AAM messages to
mislead the generation of binding information.
In SDN-SAVI, researchers use the anchoring in the
IP &Switch Port for validation of packet source.
The validation of source without MAC of the host
does not provide fine-grain filtering and not
identify the complete host details.
In Inspector, authors propose an additional device
as Inspector for validation of source. This device
has its capacity of processing and bandwidth.
In ISAVA, an IGuarantee header and encryption
key are proposed. The extra header increases the
size of the packet and needs more bandwidth and
processing power. Sometimes, it increases the size
of the packet more than MTU size, which is not
permitted in some networks.
VI.

We also suggest the development of PASA and source
address validation techniques for IPv6 networks. The
researcher may also implement the non-SDN PASA
techniques in SDN set up after the required modifications.
VII. CONCLUSION
We present a review of the techniques of prevention of
address spoofing attacks in SDN. This paper also discusses
non-SDN prevention techniques with summery. We offer the
categorization of PASA techniques as SDN supported
methods and traditional network techniques. Our study
compares the SDN based techniques on various parameters
such as IP support, messages used, binding/filtering
parameters, and filtering accuracy. It is observed that most of
the mechanisms support IPv4, and there is a requirement to
develop such techniques for IPv6 environment. The findings
and gaps section mentions various features and limitation of
PASA techniques. The future work section describes the
research areas for researchers based on gaps identified during
the review.
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